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Exercise 11.1 

 

Q.1. Construct an angle of 90° at the initial point of a given ray and justify the construction. 
 

Solution: We need to construct an angle of 90° at the initial point of a given ray and justify its construction. 
 

Steps of construction: 
 

1. Draw a ray OA. 

 

 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Now, taking B as the centre and with the same radius as before, 

draw an arc intersecting the previously drawn arc at point C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. With C as the centre and the same radius, draw an arc cutting the arc at D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5. With C and D as the centres and radius more than 12CD, draw two arcs intersecting at P. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6. Join OP. 
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Thus, AOP=90o 

Justification: 

We need to prove that AOP=90o. 
 

Join OC and BC. Thus, OB=BC=OC (Radius of equal arcs -By Construction)  ∆OCB is an equilateral 

triangle. BOC=60o Join OD,OC and CD. Thus, OD=OC=DC (Radius of equal arcs-By Construction) 

∆DOC is an equilateral triangle DOC=60o ..... 1 Join PD and PC. 

 

Now, in ∆ODP and ∆OCP, 
 

OD=OC (Radius of same arc) DP=CP (Arc of same radii) OP=OP (Common) ∆ODP∆OCP (SSS 

Congruency) DOP=COP (CPCT) So, we can say that DOP=COP=12DOC 

DOP=COP=12×60°=30° (From 1) Now, 
 

AOP=BOC+COP AOP=60°+30° AOP=90° Hence, justified. 

 

Q.2. Construct an angle of 45° at the initial point of a given ray and justify the construction. 
 

Solution: We need to construct an angle of 45° at the initial point of a given ray and justify its construction. 
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Steps of construction: 
 

1. Draw a ray OA. 

 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B. 
 

3. Now, taking B as the centre and with the same radius as before, 

draw an arc intersecting the previously drawn arc at point C. 

 

4. With C as the centre and the same radius, draw an arc cutting the arc at D. 

 

5. With C and D as the centres and radius more than 12CD, draw two arcs intersecting at P. 

 

6. Join OP.
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Thus, AOP=90o 

 

Now we should draw the bisector of AOP. 7. Let OP intersect the original arc at point Q. 8. Now, taking B 

and Q as the centres, draw two arcs intersecting at R and join OR. Thus, AOR=45o 
 

 
Justification: 

We need to prove AOR=45°. 

Join OC & OB. Thus, OB=BC=OC ∆OCB is an equilateral triangle. BOC=60° Join OD,OC and CD. 
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Thus, OD=OC=DC ∆DOC is an equilateral triangle DOC=60° Join PD and PC Now, in ∆ODP and 

∆OCP, OD=OC (Radius of same arcs) DP=CP (Arc of same radii) OP=OP (Common) ∆ODP∆OCP (SSS 

Congruency) DOP=COP (CPCT) So, we can say that, DOP=COP=12DOC 

DOP=COP=12×60°=30° (∵ DOC=60°) Now, AOP=BOC+COP AOP=60°+30°=90° 

 
 

 

Now, join QR and BR. 
 

In ∆OQR and ∆OBR, OQ=OB (Radius of same arcs) QR=BR (Arc of same radii) OR=OR (Common) 

∆OQR∆OBR (SSS Congruency) OQR=BOR (CPCT) QOR=BOR=12AOP 

DOP=COP=12×90°=45° Thus, AOR=45° Hence, justified. 

 

Q.3. Construct an angle measuring 30°. 
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Solution: We need to construct an angle measuring 30°. 
 

Here, we first construct 60° and find its bisector. 

Steps of construction: 1. Draw a ray OA. 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA to B. 
 

3. Now, taking B as the centre and with the same radius as before, draw an arc intersecting the previously 

drawn arc at point C. 

 

4. Draw the ray OD passing through C. Thus, AOD=60° 
 

Now we need to draw the bisector of AOD. 

5. Taking C and B as the centres, with radius more than 12CB, draw arcs intersecting at E. 

 
 

6. Join OE. Thus, AOE=30° 

 

Hence, the required angle is constructed. 

 

Q.4. Construct an angle measuring 2212°. 
 

Solution: We can write the given angle as 2212°=12×45°=12×12×90°. 
 

Here, we construct 45° by bisecting 90° and then, we can construct 2212° by bisecting 45°.  
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Steps of construction: 1. Draw a ray OA. 

 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B. 
 

3. Now, taking B as the centre and with the same radius as before, draw an arc intersecting the previously 

drawn arc at point C. 

 

4. Now, taking C as the centre and with the same radius as before, draw an arc intersecting the previously 

drawn arc at point D. 

 

5. Now, taking C and D as centers, and radius greater than 12CD, draw two arcs intersecting at E. 

 

6. Join OE. 
 

Thus EOA=90° 

Now we need to draw the bisector of EOA. 

7. Taking F and B as centres, and radius greater than 12BF, draw two arcs intersecting at G and join OG. 

 
 

Thus, GOA=45°. Now, we need to draw the bisector of GOA. 8. Taking H and B as the centres, and radius 
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greater than 12BH, draw two arcs intersecting at J and join OJ. 

 

Thus, JOB=2212°. Hence, the required angle is constructed. 

 

Q.5. Construct the angle 15° using compass and ruler. 
 

Solution: We can write the given angle as, 
 

15°=12×30°=12×12×60° 
 

So, to make 15°, we need to make 60° and then bisect it twice. Step of construction: 1. Draw a ray OA. 
 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B. 

 

3. Now, with B as the centre, and same radius as before, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn 

arc at point C. 
 

4. Draw ray OD passing through C. 
 

Thus, AOD=60°. 

Now we bisect AOD twice. 

That is, 60°→30°→15° 

5. Taking C and B as the centres, with radius more than 12 CB⏜ , draw two arcs intersecting each other at a 
point and draw OE through the intersecting point. 
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Thus, EOA=30° Now we need to bisect EOA, i.e. 30°2=15° 6. Mark point Q where OE intersects the arc. 

7. Taking Q and B as the centres, with radius more than 12QB⏜ , draw arcs intersecting at R. 
 

Thus, AOR=15° Thus, the given angle is constructed. 

 

Q.6. Construct the angle 75° using compass and ruler. 
 

Solution: We can write the given angle as, 

75°=60°+15° 

75°=60+60°4 So, to construct 75°, we need to construct 60° and then bisect 30° angle twice. Step of 

construction: 1. Draw a ray OA. 
 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B. 

 

3. Now, with B as the centre, and same radius as before, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn 

arc at point C. 

 

4. Now, with C as the centre, and the same radius, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn arc at 

point D. 

 

5. Draw ray OE passing through C and ray OF passing through D. 

 

Thus, AOE=60° and EOF=60° 

Now we bisect EOF twice. 

That is, 60°→30°→15° 
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6. Taking C and D as centres, with radius more than 12 CD, draw arcs intersecting at P and join OP. 

 

Thus, EOP=30° Now we need to bisect EOP, i.e. 30°2=15° 7. Mark point Q where OP intersects the arc 

and taking Q and C as centres, with radius more than 12QC, draw arcs intersecting at R. 

 

Thus, AOR=75°. Thus, the required angle is constructed. 

 

Q.7. Construct the angle 105° using compass and ruler. 
 

Solution: We can write the given angle as, 

105°=90°+15° 

105°=90°+60°4 So, to make 105°, we need to make 90° and then bisect 60° angle twice. Step of construction:  

1. Draw a ray OA. 
 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B. 

 

3. Now, with B as the centre, and same radius as before, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn 

arc at point C. 

 

4. Now, with C as a centre, and the same radius, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn arc at 

point D. 

 

5. Draw ray OE passing through C and ray OF passing through D. 
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Thus, AOE=60° and EOF=60° 

Now we bisect EOF twice. 

That is, 60°→30°→15° 
 

6. Taking C and D as centres, with radius more than 12 CD, draw arcs intersecting at P and join OP. 

 

Thus, EOP=30° Now we need to bisect FOP, i.e. 30°2=15° 7. Mark point Q where OP intersects the arc 

and taking Q and D as centres, with radius more than 12QD, draw arcs intersecting at R and join OR. 

 

Thus, AOR=105° Thus, the required angle is constructed. 

 

Q.8. Construct the angle 135° using compass and ruler . 
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Solution: We can write the given angle as, 

135°=90°+45° 

135°=90°+90°2 So, to construct 135°, we need to construct 90° and then bisect 90° angle. Steps of 

construction: 1. Draw a ray A'OA. 
 

2. Taking O as the centre and any radius, draw an arc cutting OA at B and OA' at P. 

 

3. Now, with B as the centre, and same radius as before, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn 

arc at point C. 
 

4. Now, with C as the centre, and the same radius, draw another arc intersecting the previously drawn arc at 

point D. 
 

5. Now with C and D as the centres, draw arcs intersecting at E and join OE. 
 

Thus, AOE=90° and A'OE=90° 

Now we bisect A'OE. 

OE cuts the arc at F. 
 

6. Taking F and P as the centres, with radius more than 12FP, draw arcs intersecting at G and join OG. 
 

Thus, EOG=45° AOG=135° Thus, the required angle is constructed. 

 

Q.9. Construct an equilateral triangle, given its side and justify the construction. 
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Solution: We need to construct an equilateral triangle. 
 

Let each side of the equilateral triangle OBC be 3 cm. 

Steps of construction: 1. Draw a ray OA. 

2. Taking O as the centre and radius equal to 3 cm, draw an arc to cut OA at B such that OB=3 cm. 

 

3. Taking B and O as centres and radii equal to OB, draw arcs that intersect each other at C. 
 

 

4. Join OC and BC. 

 
 

 

Thus, ∆OBC is the required equilateral triangle. Justification: The arcs OC and BC are drawn with the same 

radius that of OB. OC=OB=BC ∆OBC is an equilateral triangle. 

 
Exercise 11.2 

 

Q.1. Construct a triangle ABC in which BC=7 cm, B=75° and AB+AC=13 cm. 

Solution: We need to construct a triangle ABC in which BC=7 cm, B=75° and AB+AC=13 cm. 

Steps of constructions: 
 

1. Draw base BC of length 7 cm. 

 

2. Draw the ray BX, where B=75°. 
 

3. From point B as the centre, draw an arc of length 13 cm on the ray which intersects the ray at D and join 

CD. 
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4. Now, we will draw perpendicular bisector of CD and mark point A where the perpendicular bisector 

intersects BD. 

 
 

 

5. Join AC. 
 

∆ABC is the required triangle. 

 

Q.2. Construct a triangle ABC in which BC=8 cm, B=45° and AB-AC=3.5 cm. 
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Solution: We need to construct a triangle ABC in which BC=8 cm, B=45° and AB-AC=3.5 cm. 

Steps of constructions: 
 

6. Draw base BC of length 8 cm. 
 

7. Draw the ray BX, where B=45°. 
 

8. From point B as centre, draw an arc of length 3.5 cm on the ray which intersects the ray at D and join CD. 

(Since AB-AC=3.5 cm is positive, BD will be above BC.) 
 

 
9. Now, we will draw perpendicular bisector of CD and mark point A where the perpendicular bisector 

intersects BD. 
 

10. Join AC. 

 

 

∆ABC is the required triangle. 

 

Q.3. Construct a triangle PQR in which QR=6 cm, Q=60° and PR-PQ=2 cm. 
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Solution: We need to construct a triangle PQR in which QR=6 cm, Q=60° and PR-PQ=2 cm. Steps of constructions: 1. 

Draw base QR of length 6 cm. 

 

2. Draw the ray QX, where Q=60°. 

 

3. From point Q as centre, draw an arc of length 2 cm on the ray which intersects the ray at D and join RD. 

(Since PQ-PR is negative, QD will be below QR.) 

 

4. Now, we will draw perpendicular bisector of RD and mark point P where the perpendicular bisector 

intersects the ray QX. 
 

5. Join PR. 
 

PQR is the required triangle. 

 

Q.4. Construct a triangle XYZ in which Y=30°, Z=90° and XY+YZ+ZX=11 cm. 

Solution: Given, Y=30°, Z=90° and XY+YZ+ZX=11 cm. 

We need to construct ∆XYZ. 
 

Steps of construction: 1. Draw a line segment AB equal to 11 cm. 
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2. Draw a ray LA where LAB=Y=30°. 

 

3. Draw a ray MB where MBA=Z=90°. 
 

4. Bisect LAB and MBA. Let the bisectors intersect at point X. 

 

5. Draw the perpendicular bisector of XA. Let the point of intersection at AB be point Y. 

 

 

6. Draw the perpendicular bisector of XB. Let the point of intersection at AB be point Z. 

 

7. Join XY & YZ. 
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XYZ is the required triangle. 

 

Q.5. Construct a right triangle whose base is 12 cm and sum of its hypotenuse and other side is 18 cm. 

Solution: Let the right triangle be ABC in which BC=12 cm, B=90° and AB+AC=18 cm. 

Steps of constructions: 
 

11. Draw base BC of length 12 cm. 

 

12. Draw the ray BX, where B=90°. 
 

13. From point B as centre, draw an arc of length 18 cm on the ray which intersects the ray at D and join CD. 

 

14. Now, we will draw perpendicular bisector of CD and mark point A where the perpendicular 

bisector intersects BD. 
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15. Join AC. 

 

 

 
∆ABC is the required triangle. 
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